Mixed addition and subtraction problems
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Sam has 42 muffins.
She sells 6 muffins.
How many muffins does she have left?

1

Mr Hall has these balloons.

100

10 10



a) He buys these balloons.

100

100
10 10

100
10 10
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10 10

A piece of string is 348 cm long.
Jack cuts off a piece 20 cm long.
a) How much string does he have left?

How many does he have now?
+

=

b) Then, Mr Hall buys some more balloons.



cm

10 10 10 10 10
Jack cuts off another piece of string.
How many does he have now?
+

=

Now he has 278 cm of string left.
b) How long is the second piece of string?

c) Finally, he buys these balloons.

How many does Mr Hall have now?
+

=
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Miss Rose buys a toaster and kettle.

7

Here are two number cards.

£53

The kettle costs £12 more than

83

the toaster.
How much do the toaster and kettle cost altogether?

The difference between the two cards is 70
What could the number on the other card be?


5

£

A jug contains 775 ml of juice.



or

Tommy pours two glasses of juice.
He pours 200 ml into one glass

8

He pours 50 ml into the other glass.

Whitney and Dexter are thinking of a number.
They are thinking of a different number.

How much juice is left in the jug?

If I add 6 to my
number I get 435



ml
Whitney

6

Eva has 100 cubes.
She uses them to make two towers.

My first tower
has 18 cubes.

That is interesting!
If I add 60 to my number,
I get your number.
Dexter

What number is Dexter thinking of?

She has 55 cubes left over.
How many cubes are in the second tower?
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